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Membrane Tension: Conclusions

• Membrane is a composite material comprising a lipid bilayer 
coupled dynamically to an actin rich cortex. 

• The effective membrane tension reflects contributions of in-plane 
tension and adhesion between the cortex and the membrane

• The membrane is an inelastic fluid so membrane tension can, in 
some conditions, propagate mechanical information nearly 
instantly across a cell

• Coupling between membrane tension and actin turnover can 
determine cell shape and cell motility (keratocytes). 

• Membrane availability and possibility to change surface can tune 
membrane tension: but this is a slow process

• In general coupling between the membrane and actin cortex is the 
main contributor of effective membrane tension (but not always: 
keratocytes…)

• Dynamic coupling between actin and membrane tunes effective 
viscosity associated with membrane flows.
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Cortical actin network dynamics

Mechanics of the cell cortex

F-actin labelled with UtrophinABD::GFP (Benoit Dehapiot, T. Lecuit)
Drosophila embryo epithelial cells
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• Cortex Viscoelastic properties 

Mechanics of the cell cortex

• Mechanics dependent on: 
• Single filaments mechanics : semi flexible polymers

• Filaments length distribution
• Filaments turnover: half-time 10-50s
• Geometrical arrangement in network: mesh size  50-250nm
• Molecular interactions kinetics (crosslinkers):  half-time <1s-few s

Persistence length lp = B/kBT ≈ 8-17µm so filaments are not bend strongly by thermal agitation
Bending modulus small: contributes to filament mechanics and is modified by Cofilin

3D STRUCTURE OF THE MEMBRANE SKELETON • MORONE ET AL. 859

1980; Hirokawa and Heuser, 1981; Heuser and Anderson, 1989; 
Hartwig and DeSisto, 1991; Rothberg et al., 1992), suggesting 
that the plasma membranes of animal cells are shaped by cyto-
skeletal interactions. However, despite these interesting and im-
portant studies, we felt that more extensive studies addressing 
the questions posed in the title of this subsection are necessary in 
particular for cells in culture.

We found that almost the entire cytoplasmic surface of 
the upper cell membrane is covered with the actin-based MSK 
 except for the places where CCPs, caveolae, and noncoated 
 membrane invaginations exist. In addition, this extensive 
pseudo-2D–type MSK network is linked to many actin fi la-
ments that extend from the membrane cytoplasmic surface 
 toward the cytoplasm (Fig. 4 A) and is probably connected to 
the bulk cytoskeleton. This is consistent with the quantitative 
analysis of bleb formation, in which the density of the MSK 
 fi laments must be higher than one every 0.5–1 μm to avoid 
blebbing (Sheetz et al., 2006).

How closely is the MSK associated 
with CCPs and caveolae?
Almost all of the CCPs and caveolae are extensively linked to 
the MSK meshwork. As found in Figs. 2–4, many actin fi la-
ments that come out of the MSK meshwork are connected to 
these structures at their polygonal and striated patterns, respec-
tively, and, in the cell types examined here, this occurs much 
more extensively than found previously (Rothberg et al., 1992; 
Fujimoto et al., 2000; Parton, 2003). Merrifi eld et al. (2002) 
found that actin rapidly becomes more concentrated at the CCPs 
right before they are internalized, but from the structures found 
in the present research, we could not tell what kind of actin–
CCP interactions may be involved in such concentrations.

Is the distribution of the MSK mesh size 
right on the cytoplasmic surface of the 
plasma membrane consistent with that 
for the compartment size determined 
by a phospholipid diffusion probe?
3D reconstruction of the MSK using electron tomography 
 allowed the determination of the MSK meshwork directly situ-
ated on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane. This 
meshwork is likely to partition the plasma membrane into many 
small compartments with regard to the lateral diffusion of mem-
brane molecules. The size distribution of the areas bounded by 
the MSK meshwork agreed well with that determined for an 
unsaturated phospholipid undergoing hop diffusion in high 
speed single-particle tracking experiments in both NRK and 
FRSK cells, which have quite different mesh sizes (Fig. 8). 
These results support the MSK fence (corralling) model and the 
anchored transmembrane protein picket model.

How the MSK is attached to the cytoplasmic surface of 
the plasma membrane is unknown. Specifi c proteins that link 
the membrane and actin fi laments at their barbed ends, such as 
gelsolin and villin (Pollard and Cooper, 1986; Hartwig et al., 
1989), and at their sides, such as ponticulin (Wuestehube and 
Luna, 1987) and ezrin/radixin/moesin family proteins (Tsukita 
et al., 1997), exist. However, the weak nonspecifi c binding of 
actin fi laments to membrane lipids and proteins may greatly 
contribute to the interactions of the actin fi laments with the 
membrane. Although transmembrane proteins are temporarily 
trapped within a compartment, they hop to adjacent compart-
ments in longer terms, suggesting that the link between the 
membrane and actin fi laments may break at a rate comparable 
with the hop rate, which is once every several to several hun-
dred milliseconds (depending on the molecule and cell type).

In addition to actin and actin-associated proteins, some 
other proteins may contribute to forming the MSK and mem-
brane corrals. For example, septin, which is "7-nm thick in the 
negatively stained images (Kinoshita et al., 2002), and agorin 
(Apgar and Mescher, 1986) may play some roles. Further char-
acterization of the proteins involved in the MSK and its interac-
tion with the membrane components and further analysis of the 
dynamics of membrane–MSK interactions will be important for 
understanding the roles played by the MSK–plasma membrane 
interactions in signal transduction, domain formation in the 
plasma membrane, and reorganization of the cytoskeleton.

Materials and methods
Antibodies and other reagents
Rabbit anti-actin IgG was obtained from Biomedical Technologies, and 
 colloidal gold probes (5-nm diameter) coated with secondary antibodies 
(produced in goat) were purchased from GE Healthcare.

Rapid-freeze, deep-etch, immunoreplica EM of the cytoplasmic cell surface
NRK and FRSK cells were maintained in HAM-F12 or DME mediums, 
 respectively, supplemented with 10% FBS (Sigma-Aldrich) under a 5% CO2 
atmosphere at 37°C. The cells used for the experiments were grown in 
35-mm plastic dishes to "70% confl uency, usually 2 d after inoculation. 
The cells were washed three times with ice-cold Pipes buffer (10 mM Pipes, 
100 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, and 3 mM EGTA, pH 6.8, which mimics the 
environment in the cytoplasm somewhat but is slightly hypotonic) and were 
exposed for 15–30 s to an ice-cold 70% Pipes buffer (the Pipes buffer 
 diluted by a factor of 1.43 with water, making this solution more hypotonic; 

Figure 8. Comparison of the distributions of the MSK mesh size on the 
 cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane estimated by electron tomog-
raphy with that of the compartment size determined from the phospholipid 
diffusion data for NRK and FRSK cells. Electron tomography, open bars; 
phospholipid diffusion data, closed bars (adapted from Fujiwara et al., 
2002 and Murase et al., 2004). NRK, pink; FRSK, blue. Within the same 
cell type, the MSK mesh size and diffusion compartment size exhibited sim-
ilar distributions (compare the open and closed bars with the same color). 
The actual sizes are quite different between NRK and FRSK cells. EM-CT, 
EM-based computer tomograph; SPT, single-particle tracking.
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 • Viscoelastic properties: 

• Elastic on short time scales (seconds) and fluid like on longer timescales (flow, creep etc)
• Strain stiffening: in response to external sheer or internal contractile stress. 
• Fluidisation through molecular motors

Morone N et al, and Kusumi A. J. Cell Biol. 174:851. 2006

Humphrey D et al Käs J. Nature. 416:413. 2002
Le Goff L, Amblard F, Furst EM. Phys Rev Lett. 88(1):018101. 2002

0.040 pN/μm2 Cofilin + actin:  0.0091 pN/μm2 actin:

• Molecular motors: Myosins:  Active semi flexible polymer gel
• Contractility:

McCullough BR, Blanchoin L, Martiel JL, De la Cruz EM. J Mol Biol. 381(3):550-8; 2008
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Mechanoenzymatic coupling

Sweeney LH. and Holzbaur E.  Motor proteins. 2017 CSHL Perspect Biol doc 10.1101/cshperspect.a021931
                        in The Cytoskeleton ed. Thomas Pollard & Robert Goldman

Myosin motor Mechanochemistry

• ATP binding resets the cycle: escape from rigor state
• ADP+Pi release have 2 effects:

-subtle change in conformation of head domain 
that is allosterically communicated to and 
amplified by the lever arm. This causes power 
stroke and force generation
-increase in affinity of binding to Actin that 
increases load and force generation state.

• ATP hydrolysis associated with recovery stroke

• Motors are kinetically tuned so as to change the 
speed at which different phases of the cycle occur.

• Motor duty ratio: fraction of the cycle that motor 
spends in strong actin bound state (i.e. fraction of 
cycle that is force generating).

• Free-Energy consumption associated with ATP Binding, ATP hydrolysis and ADP+Pi dissociation
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Myosin Duty Ratio

Myosin motor Mechanochemistry

• Motor duty ratio: fraction of the cycle that motor spends in strong actin bound state (i.e. 
fraction of cycle that is force generating).

• The duty ratio varies between Myosins and has different functions.
• Low duty ratio: e.g. in fast-muscle contraction. It increases the speed of movement on actin 

filaments. The power per motor is low, but this is compensated by the tight, high density 
organisation of motors on actin.

• High duty ratio: e.g. Myosin-V allows high processivity of 2-headed motor and cargo 
transport.

          (when 1 motor in ATP bound state, detached from actin, the other head is strongly bound to actin). 

• The kinetics of ADP release tunes the duty ratio: Pi versus ADP release is rate-limiting step.

• Regulation: 
-Varies between different Myosin motors or Myosin-II isoforms (IIA versus IIB)

-Duty ratio scales inversely with number of motors in complex: small minifilaments/higher 
duty ratio. Collective duty ratio in mini filaments.

-Strain on Myosin-Actin cross-bridge can slow ADP release and increase duty ratio: force 
dependent increase in force generation.

Review: Heissler S. and Sellers J. Traffic. 17(8):839-59. 2016
    Bloemink MJ. and Geeves MA. Sem. Cell & Dev. Biol. 22:961-967. 2011

Wang F. et al., and Sellers J. J. Biol. Chemistry. 278:27439-27448. 2003

Ex: duty ratio of NMII: ~0.1-0.35 ; 14-30 motors in small filaments. 
     duty ratio of smooth muscle MyoII: ~0.04 ; 100s of motors in thick filaments
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Mechanoenzymatic coupling: Load sensitivity

Myosin motor Mechanochemistry

Review: Heissler S. and Sellers J. Traffic. 17(8):839-59. 2016
    Bloemink MJ. and Geeves MA. Sem. Cell & Dev. Biol. 22:961-967. 2011

Muscle MII Myo-V/VII/VII
Non-Muscle MII

Duty Ratio

Thermodynamic 
coupling

Fast movers Gated/processiveForce holders Strain sensors

• Optical trapping experiments to study the effect of load on motor duty ratio.
• Determination of:

- displacement of myosin on actin (power stroke size)
- the number of steps before motor detaches (processivity)
- amount of force a motor exerts on actin
- mechanoenzymatic features of kinetic cycle

Review: Spudich J et al. Cold Spring Harbor Protoc. 2011:1305-1318. 2011

Ex: low resisting forces >0.5pN slow down ADP release for Myo-1B, which becomes rate limiting and increases duty ratio  
     higher forces >1pN block detachment from actin (s-min range)

• Load sensitivity present in all motors tested.

Laasko JM et al, Ostap EM. Science 321:133-136. 2011
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Conclusions

• Cortical tension is an important component of cell surface tension
• It emerges from Myosin motor contractility acting against cross linked 

actin filaments.
• Myosin are complex mechanoenzymes that follow an ATP-driven kinetic 

cycle converting the free energy of ATP binding, hydrolysis and ADP+Pi 
release into mechanical work. 

• Myosins are kinetically tuned to adjust their duty ratio through the 
regulation of mini filaments assembly and collective dynamics. 

• Actomyosin mechanical tension depends on motor activity, cross linkers 
dynamics and actin filament buckling that collectively allow the the buildup 
of internal stress. 

• Cortical tension is tuned by actin cross linkers dynamics, actin filaments 
length and spatial organisation (parallel/antiparallel, isotropic/anisotropic, 
etc).

• Cortical tension exhibits spatial and temporal patterns in cells (eg. flows).
• It is the principal contributor of interfacial tension in adherent cells.
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Perspectives

• Adhesion and cortical tension are interdependent: mechanical 
feedbacks, boundary conditions, etc.

• Integration of adhesion and cortical tension: junction reinforcement or 
remodelling? 

• Control of spatial patterns: impact on tissue patterns and dynamics.

• Self organisation: pulses, flows, trigger waves at cell and tissue levels. 

• Mechanochemical coupling: material properties at cellular and tissue 
scales. 

From cells to tissues…
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Mechanics and morphogenesis of cells, tissues and organs




